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Date Span: 1986-1995

Size of Collection: 0.25 linear feet.

Number of Boxes: 1 8x4x6 in photograph case.

Type of Material: Photographic prints.

Condition of Material: Good

Arrangement: Organized alphabetically by subject; Chronological arrangement.

Biographical / Historical Information: Guy Wes Brooks, born 1926, was a photographer from Louisville, Kentucky. He took numerous pictures of covered bridges, ferries, and historical school houses throughout the State of Kentucky. Brooks died in Louisville in 1997.

Scope and Content: Collection includes photographs of covered bridges, ferries, school houses and historical markers taken by Guy Wes Brooks in Kentucky during his lifetime.

Subject Headings / Descriptors:
Brooks, Guy W, 1926-1997
Covered Bridges – Kentucky
Ferries – Kentucky
Schools – Kentucky.

Notes: